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successful in this particular department without a
thorough knowledge of Mesmerism on the one hand,
and Phrenology on the other. The frequent failures
which are sure to accompany a "little knowledge"
have led many experiments to declare that phreno-
mesmeric phenomena are either exceedingly fugitive
in character, or where determined, are due to coinci-
dence, accident, imagination, etc. I shall neither
<explain nor defend Phrenology here, but content
myself with pointing out (that predicated on tempera-
ment) some persons are more susceptible to mesmeric
influence than others. Of these, even in the sleep
(and based on the same physiological conditions of
organisation), some are more dull, or less susceptible
than others. Persons of the mental and mental-vital
temperament are more sprightly and vivacious,
respond more readily to influence, than those of
more stolid and less impressive natures. The former
will respond to the lightest touch. In some cases,
contact is not even necessary. The latter require
decided and continuous pressure before the cerebral
more stolid and less impressive natures. The former
organs respond. Again, the first mentioned are,
perhaps, the most difficult subjects to reduce to sleep;
but when fully under influence, they make the best
possible subjects for all forms of mental or psycho-
logical phenomena—thought-reading, thought-trans-
ference, psychometry, and phreno-mesmerisin, etc.
In the mesmeric state, under the peculiar nervous
conditions induced by it, the whole brain, especially
that of animal life and sense, is in a dorman or
henumbed state. The somnambulistic state is often
brought about by partial demesmerisation, as in semi-
waking and sleeping dreams. By this phreno-xnes-
meric process, certain organs are stimulated into
activity—and a direction, a positive direction under
the control of the mesmerist, given to the thoughts
and actions of the sensitive. Some doubt the possi-
bility of such operations, yet admit the probability
of the foregoing experiments of Charcot, based oa
automatic inhibition,—mechanical automatic sugges-

